Commerce & Infrastructure
BGR’s Commerce & Infrastructure Practice is a bipartisan leader in
Washington, D.C., and state capitals across the country, advocating for
clients on a wide range of issues including high-speed broadband,
consumer data and privacy, infrastructure, energy and environment,
transportation and next generation technologies such as semiconductor
supply chains, artificial intelligence, optics & photonics, and quantum
computing.
Clients turn to BGR to connect federal and state lawmakers to
companies that drive innovation. We translate their successes in a way
that policymakers understand. The BGR team closely monitors policy
issues in the Administration, Congress and state capitals including
infrastructure, competitiveness, broadband, privacy, next generation
wireless and spectrum policy. Success to us is clear: getting the results
our clients demand.
BGR’s extensive background in infrastructure policy and strong
relationships in the Administration, on Capitol Hill and in state
governments have made us a leading voice for stakeholders in these vital
sectors. Our clients in the aviation, automotive, rail, shipping and mass
transit industries rely on BGR to educate political leaders about how
vital these industries are to domestic and international commerce.

Founded in 1991, BGR
is a privately-owned, bipartisan
consulting firm, specializing in
government affairs and public
relations, with offices in Washington,
D.C., Austin, Texas, and London.
BGR clients include
Fortune 500 companies, trade
associations, non- profit
organizations, issue-oriented
coalitions, academic institutions,
health care providers and product
manufacturers,
as well as foreign, state,
and local governments.

BGR also works with energy clients to navigate regulations and
legislation that promote an “all of the above” energy strategy. While
traditional energy products strive to become cleaner, existing
sources like nuclear, renewables and other energy efficient strategies
hold incredible promise to fulfill the demands of industry and
communities nationwide.
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Across the spectrum of commerce and infrastructure-related issues,
BGR has a successful track record of positioning our clients to
achieve success.
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Jonathan leads the firm’s Democratic outreach efforts
both on Capitol Hill and in state capitols across the
country. He works with Fortune 500 companies, startups, non-profits, and research institutions by utilizing
his expertise to provide services in government relations
and public affairs. He is a member of the Finance
Committee of the Democratic Governors Association
and previously served as a Business Council member of
the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

Justin advocates before Congress, the Administration
and independent agencies on issues including
telecommunications,
technology,
transportation,
infrastructure and energy. He has more than 17 years of
policy and political experience on Capitol Hill and in
the private sector. He joined BGR after spending more
than nine years working at NCTA – The Internet &
Television Association.
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In addition to being the president of BGR, Erskine also
leads BGR’s Defense and Critical Technologies Practice
and works closely with the Commerce Practice. He
assists clients ranging from defense shipbuilders and
aviation manufacturers to wireless and cable businesses
to international electronics and global shipping
companies. He is well regarded as a substantive policy
expert with connections throughout government.

Robin provides clients with her strategic insights and
skillful advocacy on complex telecommunications,
technology, and cybersecurity policy issues. Robin’s
wide-ranging experience includes key roles in the
Executive, Legislative, and Judicial branches of
government as well as the private sector.
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Joe advocates for clients on international commerce,
financial services, and national security issues and
advises them on business-to-business activities. A
veteran of the Washington policymaking process, Joe
served in the White House and in the U.S. Congress
where he advised three U.S. senators.

Pete guides clients from every sector through the
legislative process, including defense companies and
organizations, veteran interest groups, banks and
banking
coalitions,
economic
development
organizations, agricultural interests, institutions of
higher learning, foreign countries and international
businesses, technology companies and other commercerelated interests.
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Jennifer provides strategic counsel on complex
legislative and regulatory issues and is particularly
skilled at identifying third-party stakeholders to build
outside coalitions in furtherance of specific policy goals.
Prior to joining BGR, Jennifer served as Director of
House Relations at The Heritage Foundation, where she
was responsible for educating members of Congress and
staff about the think tank’s mission, as well as its latest
research and policy solutions.

Jerry helps companies navigate the government to
effectively position themselves for growth. He has
successfully assisted companies in passing legislation at
the state and federal levels as well as with rulemaking
processes before agencies. He also works with BGR’s
energy clients to find solutions to permitting,
infrastructure, and export challenges, and has helped
coalitions join forces to bring legislative and regulatory
change.
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